FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tensor International Captures Two-Tower
Press Order from Signature Graphics
WOODRIDGE, ILLINOIS, USA — September 10, 2012 — Tensor International LLC, a U.S.
manufacturer of single-width web offset press equipment, is pleased to announce its sale of
two press towers to Signature Graphics of Portland, Oregon.
The two new Tensor T-400BE 4-high towers are replacing two legacy towers on Signature
Graphics’ impressive 15-tower, 7-folder press line. The 21.5” cutoff towers are loaded with
features to provide enhanced dot reproduction and greater registration controls, including
pre-loaded bearing-mounted eccentrics, bearers on the blanket and plate cylinders, and
helical drive gears for smoother gear movement. Motorized ink fountain rollers and remote
inking system offer easy color control and beautiful finished print quality.
“We’re very familiar with the Tensor equipment and have enjoyed solid success with our
Tensor press,” said Dan Dutton, Executive Vice President of Signature Graphics. “We had a
tough decision to make on our choice of supplier with this upgrade project, but after visiting
with Tensor’s team in Woodridge, we came away with a confident sense of the new
company’s determined commitment to deliver an excellent product while standing behind
their strong service and parts programs.”
“This trust from Signature Graphics is invaluable to us,” said Mike Pavone, Tensor’s COO
and VP of Sales. “We are proud to support them in every way possible as they continue to
expand into an exciting and prosperous future.”
Signature’s press line produces commercial-quality inserts, catalogs, coupon books, and
high-volume newspapers.
To learn more about Tensor’s single-wide press equipment offerings, visit Tensor at Graph
Expo in Chicago, October 7-10. Tensor is located at manroland web systems Inc. booth
2210. Detailed product information can also be found at www.ustensor.com.
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About Signature Graphics
Signature Graphics, incorporated in 1984, has become a world-class, full-service commercial
printer; one of the largest printers in the Pacific Northwest. Ideas come to life in the
company’s 120,000 sq. ft. pressroom. Signature Graphics’ press lines are ideally suited for
printing a wide variety of projects – from coupon books to high-volume newspapers,
catalogs, inserts and direct mail postcards. Signature Graphics is also known for its premium
graphic design and in-house finishing groups.

About AH Tensor International LLC
Tensor International was created in early 2012 by combining the synergy and design
innovation knowledge of key former employees of Tensor Group with DCOS, a premier
innovator and major printing industry automation supplier. This combination of strengths
makes Tensor International unique in the single-wide, single-round press market and allows
the company to offer press packages that provide outstanding ROI and reliability throughout
the expected life cycle of the press.
Tensor’s semi-commercial, insert and newspaper press equipment is valued worldwide for
incomparable durability, quality and user-friendliness. Tensor manufactures its single-width
press equipment and related parts exclusively in the United States and retains a worldwide
network of dealers to support its sales, service and marketing efforts.
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